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The MI Alliance of TimeBanks (MATB) is an umbrella organization
linking and supporting TimeBanks across the state. We help individuals,
organizations, and communities establish and run TimeBanks.
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Our Mission & Letter From the Director
Dear Friend,
As the MI Alliance of TimeBanks, we envision people creating sustainable communities that are attractive,
vibrant places to live because of the strength of their social networks and their ability to match unmet needs
with untapped community resources, ultimately adding both intrinsic and monetary value to the
communities where they exist.
An alternative market system, TimeBank members give and receive services in exchange for TimeBank
hours, a kind of local currency. All services are equal, so every hour spent on a task is worth one TimeBank
hour, and members can redeem one TimeBank hour for one hour of service.
Highlights from 2014 include:
• Common Ground received a 2nd year of funding from United Way for Southeastern Michigan to
support the Pontiac SUN TimeBank in fighting poverty and providing basic needs in Pontiac.
• We raised over $4,600 in our inaugural Bidding to Build Communities auction in October.
• Unity in Our Community TimeBank in Southwest Detroit grew 558%-- from 186 to 1,037 members
and received an $11,500 grant from the Local Presbytary Sector for Self Development of People.
• Pontiac SUN TimeBank grew 300%-- from 45 to 177 members, including 14 organizational members
and grew from 1 staff person to a team of 6, going from 24 to 121 hours/week of staff time.
• 2 TBs sprouted in Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti; Charlotte Area TimeBank reorganized.
• Learned about the new smart phone app and explored inter-trading with TimeBanks globally.
In 2015 we are focused on member engagement, self-sustainability and collaborating with partners on health
and wellness. We appreciate your support and look forward to building new partnerships and deepening old
relationships. We hope you will join us in this exciting adventure!

Kim Hodge, Executive Director
MI Alliance of TimeBanks
www.mitimebanks.org
27580 California Dr. SE
Lathrup Village, MI 48076
248-797-2728c
hodgekim@sbcglobal.net
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Top Hours Exchanged By Category

Groundbreaking
Research on
TimeBanking

2%
5%

Includes
fundraising,
member
outreach,
steering
committee
meetings,
orientation, etc.

8%
420 hours
5%

250 hours
11%

Western Michigan University has
proposed a two year research
study that will examine ways in
which TimeBanks benefit
members by leading to increased
social, financial, physical, and
psychological wellbeing. It will
be the first multi-site, multimethod study of TimeBanks in
the United States.

43%
12%

600 hours
8%
414 hours

636 hours

2,276
hours

Includes group
projects, city
clean-up, etc

*Specific to Pontiac SUN

I am so blessed, proud, and honored to be a part of this exciting and
innovative movement that promotes progress and change. There are so
many heart-warming acts of love and compassion that our wonderful
TimeBank members have given freely of themselves to reach out and make a
transformational difference in our community. We volunteer and share our
talents and skills to serve individuals, families, and organizations that have
joined Pontiac SUN and are developing great, lasting relationships.

Diane and Maria on WNKZ 690 AM’s
“The Bright Side of Aging Show,”
sharing how TimeBanks can benefit
everyone, especially seniors.

TimeBanks are popping up all around the world as this city and many other
cities are being transformed one person, one mind, one heart, one great, one
hope at a time. We're making an organized effort by supporting a combo goal
to grow and become Strong United Neighbors until each one reaches one,
until no one is left behind and every need is met and everyone is cared for. We
are changing the character of our city for the better by rebuilding trust,
relationships, and new hope.
-Diane Turnipseed
41
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Building Lasting Relationships

TimeBanking turns
strangers into friends.

More and more families joined the monthly
board game night each month

Cultivating intergenerational bonds

Members got together to support a new local
business in town

After earning several hours by shoveling snow
for seniors, helping with community events, and
moving furniture, Desmond (pictured above)
saved hundreds of dollars on his baby shower by
utilizing TimeBank resources. He used meeting
space offered by one of the TB's sponsors and got
planning help from another member. Most
importantly, the parents-to-be had a great time
with fellow members and friends.

Richard spreading his joy at the Lathrup
Summer Stroll
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“The TimeBank is a 'win-win' organization. Not only do you
save money by having a neighbor with expertise help you with
your need, but the feeling of community and fulfillment you get
when you help a neighbor is immeasurable."
-Linda Wright

Jeff installed a new mailbox for retired circuit court
Judge Fred Mester, whose previous mailbox was
knocked down by a snow plow truck

Members spent two days spreading mulch at their local
park’s playground
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Health problems have hindered
76-year-old Fred West’s
(pictured above left) life over the
years. Fred lives alone, doesn’t
drive, and takes medication
with bad side effects- all of
which have been obstacles that
left him out of touch with
people in his community for
years. “I’m sort of isolated and the
TimeBank has given me an
opportunity to socialize and not
become too much of a hermit
because of my health problems. I
don’t have a lively schedule and I
need the help with socialization.”
Because Fred doesn’t drive, he
used to walk 30 minutes to get
to his regular doctor
appointments. Now, he has
gotten several rides from other
members. TB members also
went to Fred’s house to help
with weatherization that will
lower his energy bills. He
comments, “It’s nice to know
that the TimeBank is there. It
takes a load off your mind.”
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TimeBanks partnered with
Oakland Community College
in an effort to incorporate
TimeBanking into students'
curriculum. Keith Pawlovich,
advisor of the National Honor
Society at OCC's Highland
Lakes campus says:
"TimeBanks ultimately offer a
chance for people to reach out to
their communities. Even when it
seems like a simple task like
raking leaves, there's joy in
knowing that you're helping
somebody who can't do it for
themselves. I can see where
bringing this into the classroom can
provide that same kind of growth or
opportunity that just doesn't
happen when you're sitting in a
chair in a classroom.”

“There are a lot of things that I need to get done but leaf raking is just one less
thing I have to worry about. I'm really happy and grateful to the TimeBank and
the people who came and helped me out."
-Evelyn LeDuff (pictured above right)

James and Dotha Chester joined the TimeBank when it first
launched. They made friends, earned hours, and felt more connected
to the community through the TimeBank. As a result, when their
apartment burned on January 28, 2014, the TimeBank was one of
their first calls to get help.
“I was forced to move out of my apartment complex because of the fire and as
soon as SUN members heard, they got a crew together and came to my
rescue. My temporary apartment really needed to be
cleaned out before anyone could move in so SUN
members brought cleaning supplies and did
“Helping the Chesters
some deep, deep cleaning on the stove from
move after their
top to bottom, removed about 3 layers of
apartment fire was
grime off of the tub, mopped, and vacuumed
James (left) and Dotha (right) helped
humbling. It felt good to
all of the residue from the carpet. I was very
others remove carpeting from Judge
be able to help someone
satisfied and grateful for the assistance.”
Mester’s home before cashing in some of
in need.”
-Dotha Chester
their earned hours after their apartment
-Ken Corr
burned down.
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Members Teaching Members
The circle of giving
and receiving
empowers all of those
involved.
In 2014, members had the
opportunity to learn: German,
Spanish, knitting, how to make
pierogies, authentic Mexican
cooking, home weatherization, rug
making, computer skills … and that’s
only to name a few!
“The best part of knitting class is that I’m leaving some
of me with others. I love these girls. We talk and it’s
more than about knitting-- it’s about a connection.
We share things with each other and are proud of
each other.”
-Maria McGhee

Members aged 6-60+ participated in multiple
classes on making rugs from rags. They enjoyed
working on their projects, putting old items to
good use and, above all, just being able to
enjoy each others company.

Jo has a ton of unique skills to share. Her
crystal jewelry classes are always a hit.
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Members Teaching Members
One of the many great things
about having such a diverse
group of members is getting
to learn about and
experience different cultures
and lifestyles.
Hilda and her daughter teaching an intro to
Spanish class.
The class was so popular that members
requested that it take place once a week!

30 people attended a class on how to make pierogies

Why pay to go out to eat when you can join
cooking classes class taught by members?

Oakland University physics professor Dr. Clifton (pictured left)
presented an informative talk on Autism Spectrum Disorder.
“As an early childhood educator, I am continually looking for ways to
provide and enhance my student's educational experience. I attended the
Autism Awareness workshop presented by Dr. Yeaton Clifton and the
TimeBank and was not disappointed. The information provided was not
only organized and easy to understand, I found it to be very relevant and
7
insightful
to my profession.The training was made all the more meaningful
when I discovered that the instructor had been diagnosed with ASD. I was
thoroughly impressed and awestruck as he spoke with candor about his
experiences. This workshop was a great asset to my colleagues and myself."
-Jennifer White of Oakland Family Services
9
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TimeBanks serve as a
valuable resource for youth.
•

Provide the infrastructure for youth to trade their own skills
for other services, allowing them to build intergenerational
relationships with members of the greater community.

•

Aid youth in practicing using their skills in service to others,
encouraging them to be actively involved in their
community and strengthening their skills for greater use in
future employment opportunities.

Judge Mester loves talking with
children about the importance of
education

Career Day at Sarah
J. Webber Media
Arts Academy
The benefits of working in
partnership with other
organizations were clear during
September’s Career Day.

Kindergarteners through sixth graders had the opportunity to
hear from community leaders about their promising careers
“Webber Media Arts Academy was so grateful to have partnered with the
Pontiac Sun Time Bank to put together our very first human services career
day. The students thoroughly enjoyed the event yesterday. Many of them
went home and shared their fun experiences with their family. We look
forward to doing this again soon.”
-Webber Learning Director, Kristin Jager Tice
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The Pontiac SUN TimeBank,
Sarah J. Webber Media Arts
Academy, Pontiac Optimist Club,
Community Housing Network and
The Art Experience organized a
“Human Services Career Day” for
kindergarten through sixth grade
students at the Sarah J. Webber
Media Arts Academy in Pontiac on
Thursday, September 11.
Students heard from community
leaders about the importance of
education in attaining career
success. A second Career Day is
planned for Spring 2015.
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Youth Engagement
The 2nd annual Lathrup Summer Stroll was a
huge success. Musicians and artists shared
their talents in fellow neighbors’ homes, yards,
and garages. This was a great outlet for young
people to show off their art, music (youth band
to the right), and dance (Indian dancing shown
below).

"I love the
TimeBank because
it gives us a chance
to work with our
young people-- to
help them and to let
them learn to help
us.”
-Chris Northcross

This young man wants to be mayor when he
grows up. Lucky for him, he had the
opportunity to meet Pontiac Mayor Deirdre
Waterman during Pontiac TB’s First
Annual Summer Picnic.
\\\

Nahshid Sulaiman introduced students to Lyrics On
Vinyl, a new community space and partner of Pontiac
SUN
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Members of Royal Oak-Huntington Woods and Ferndale TimeBanks worked together to support their
communities at the Green Cruise where they shared information about Michigan Alliance of TimeBanks.

In the summer, Ferndale, UOC and Royal Oak-Huntington Woods TB members cleaned Mr. Piner’s home
and yard. In return, he designed a new website for the Ferndale TimeBank.
Ferndale TB was also the first of all Michigan TimeBanks to try out the inter-trading function now possible on
hOurworld, which allows members to trade with individuals across the country.
12
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Strengthening Partnerships

Ferndale TimeBank hosted a BBQ and met with
Transition Ferndale members.

Pontiac TimeBank facilitated a new partnership
between two flourishing organizations. Webber
Media Arts Academy and 21st Century Digital
Learning are working together to introduce
community based learning in a school setting.
They value the community that students inhabit
and are helping to bring TimeBanking to an
educational format, connect students to a realworld TimeBank experience, and move
TimeBanking towards a new curriculum and
instructional methodologies at K-12 level.
21st Century Digital Learning led a pilot
walkthrough in downtown Pontiac in
December with a handful of mentors and
businesses that have shown openness to
engaging the imagination of youth. Shown
above, children gathered at Lyrics on Vinyl
during the walking tour.

TimeBanks support and work in partnership with
local businesses. Shown above, local favorite
Buckner’s Dessert Cafe hosted a cupcake and
Christmas cookie decorating class just in time for the
holidays.
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Small amounts of money can lead to big payoffs in the
community. The amount of actual dollars we earned in 2014
helped to leverage TimeBank hours. By quantifying the economic
impact of member hours, members have collectively saved
$290,000 by paying for transactions with TimeBank hours
instead of actual dollars since TimeBanking began in Michigan.
•

MI Alliance of TimeBanks and 5 other local TimeBanks
raised over $4,600 during the first ever auction fundraiser.
The tradition will continue on October 10, 2015.

•

Unity in Our Community TimeBank of Southwest Detroit
received a grant of $11,500 from the Local Presbytary
Sector for Self Development of People.

•

United Way of Southeastern Michigan provided a $60,000
grant to Common Ground for Pontiac SUN TimeBank

Three new jobs were created. Through the National
Urban League’s Mature Worker Program, Pontiac
TimeBank was able to hire 3 employees who have been
instrumental in developing new and exciting projects.

Through TimeBanking, Rosa’s small
business can now grow
Rosa Diaz, an elderly woman who speaks
little English, has taught multiple
authentic Mexican cooking classes. In
exchange for her hours earned, she had
her broken stove fixed by another
TimeBank member. This enabled her to
make and sell more homemade food at
the Monthly Mercado and to supplement
her income.

SUN members with their new T-shirts sponsored by
Genisys Credit Union
New employee Edith Bush-Carter (front right in photo above) says: “I am one of the first volunteers in the Pontiac
SUN TimeBank. I now work 20 hours a week through the Mature Workers Program and volunteer with the TB. Getting
to orientation and accepted in the Mature Worker Program was actually made possible by multiple trips to Detroit by a TB
member. Going on necessary errands to maintain a home, getting to social events and TB-related business, and even rides to
and from work when needed is provided by TB members. I am 58 years old and disabled and now I feel a part of my
community in a positive way. I’m being the change I seek. I have a new normal but a worthwhile life.”
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Innovative Solutions to Create
Sustainable Communities
MI Alliance of TimeBanks is the educational and supportive services
hub for developing local TimeBanks. MATB will continue to develop
protocols, tools, and strategies for the establishment of local TimeBanks
in Michigan. As the home of information and education for local
leaders, MATB serves as the incubator of development and
sustainability for all Michigan TimeBanks. MI Alliance of TimeBanks
is committed to introducing TimeBanks across the state, fostering those
that take root into maturity, and supporting their spread and growth.

Another exciting highlight of 2014 was hOurworld’s development of a new
phone app. You can easily access TimeBank offers and requests on the go
from your phone. Just download the "hOurworld" app on your iPhone or
Android or scan the barcode below:

For iPhone

For Android
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How you can be a part of the solution
Additional funding will permit the MI Alliance of TimeBanks to move quickly to build a strong
network and bring immediate benefits to the citizens of Michigan. Donations are needed to cover:
staffing, insurance, website design and maintenance, communications materials, training programs,
supplies, etc.
If you like what we do and would like to make a tax deductible donation,
please visit mitimebanks.org/donate or send a check made out to:

SAVE THE DATE
The 2nd annual Bid to Build
Our Communities Auction is
Saturday, October 10, 2015
from 7-10 p.m at Birmingham
Unitarian Church, 38651
Woodward Ave., Bloomfield
Hills

MI Alliance of TimeBanks
27580 California Dr. SE
Lathrup Village, MI 48076

THANK YOU to our donors
Afshan Siddiqi
Anita Salustro
Bill Quinby
Bright Side Dental
Bronx Deli
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Carrie Harnish
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Chinn Jewelry
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Crofoot Ballroom
Darren Durkin
Dr. David L Manzo
Detroit Pistons
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Diane Turnipseed
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Fox 2 News
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Hampton Inn, Madison
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Ian Ferguson
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Imperial Restaurant
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Jennie Weakley
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Dr. Joanne Dawley
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Judge Fred Mester
Karl Dorn
Kim Hodge
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L. Brooks Patterson
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Maria McGhee
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Mark Burton
Market Fresh
MiChigo Pizza
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Nancy Hatcher
Original Pancake House
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Terri Anthony-Ryan
Trena Colbert
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Tom Brodzik
Trader Joe's
Vic Lupu
Vintage Village Fine Wine
Wendy Appleton
Woodward Avenue Brewery
Zip Printing

This document was created by
University of Michigan intern,
Rania Hannan
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